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Since its creation by S. Eilenberg and S. MacLane [EM), category theory 
has brought a number of important concepts. Accessible categories are 
among them and we are going to show how they can help to treat injectivity 
in algebra, model theory and homotopy theory. 

1 Three situation 

1.1 Injective modules. Injective modules were introduced by R. Baer 
[B). A left R-module M is called injective if for each injective homomor
phism f : A ~ B and each homomorphism g : A ~ M there is a homo
morphism h : B ~ M such that h · f = g. 

The category R-Mod of left R-modules has enough injectivities, which 
means that for every R-module A there is an injective homomorphism 
A ~ M with M injective. This was also proved by Baer [B) using his 
cri terion for injectivity. 
Baer's Criterion. A left R-module M is injective iff for evenJ left ideal 
A of R , every homomorphism A ~ R can be extended to a homomorphism 
R --+ M . One can learn about injective modules and their use in any 
monograph about module theory (see, e.g., [F)). 
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1.2 Satur ated m0clels. Let T me a first-order thoory ©f a c0unta1>le 
signature E. Let M©cli(T) 1>e the categ0ry ©f moclels of the thoory T with 
elementary emb>eddings as m0rJllhisrns. For an uncountable regular ca.Fdinal 
.\, a T-m0del M is callecl .\-satumted if for each elementary em1>edding f : 
A ~ B with carclA, ca.dB < ), i;ncl each elemeNta.ry emiDecl<ling g : A ~ M 
there is an elementary emtedd·ing h: B ~ M with h · f = g. 

A -------~B 

~ /( 
M" 

We ha ve not usecl the origina:! cleliniti0n of .\-saturatecl m0clels ( clue to 
Morley ancl VaNght [MV]) out the characterization given 1n [Sj lo.ID. The 
category Mod(T) tas enID1!lgh .\-saitN<ated moclels in the seNse thi;t each 
T-m0del has an elemeNtfrry embeclcling i•>lto a .\-satlli:ateol model. 

1 .3 Kan fi1>rations . Tlle c"tegory SiSet of simplicial sets is olelineol as the 
f.1.!lllctor category SetAºP whe11e A is tfue caitegory ©f n0n-zero fü·niite or.cl•inals 
and order-Jllreserving mapis . 'T'bi.e simp:iliciall sets .6.n, n;::: ID are cdef.ined as 
!'1" = Y(n + !) where Y a ~ SSet is the Yoneola embeold1>lg. Tlle 
simplicial subsets .6.k ~ .6. 11 , n 2: ©, © ::::; k :S n are obtaim.ecrl ©y exclrt.Hilii•Fig 
the identity morphism L1.11 ---+ !:i11 amcl tf.:ie m0rphism .6.11 - 1 --+ .6.11 givem. ©y 
the injective 0rder-preserving marp n --+ n + 1 wfu.ose image filmes n0t c0m.tain 
k. A morphlsm p: M ~ N of sirnpHcial sets is callecl a Kan fibration if it 
has the right lifting property w.r.t. each embedcling i}; : !'1}; ~ !'1", n 2: ©, 
C} :S k .:S n. It means thart far every c0mmutative scr¡uare 

t:..n g 
k M 

"j ¡, 
i::>.." ~ 

N 

there exists a diag©nal 
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making both triangles cornmutative. 
If N = Liº then the tmi~"1e morphism p: M _, Liº (Liº is a terrnü1al 

object in SSet) is a Ka'1 li1'ration iff for each i~, n 2'. ©, Q S k S n and 
for each morplüsm g : .ó.k ---¡. M there is a morphism h : .ó.n ---¡. M with 
h. ik = g 

·n 
b,_n •• b,,n 

k 

~ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ / h 
;.. 

M 

Such simplicial sets M are cai]l!ed Kan complexes. SS et has enough Kan 
complexes in the seNse th&t each simplicial set A has a'1 embedding f 
A _, B in to a Kan complex. Moreover, thls embedcdiNg f is a'1 anodyne 
extension, whlch is delined by having the left lifting property w.r.t. each 
Kan fibration p. It mearns tBat far every commutative SCiJ.uare 

A--u- -M 

,¡ ¡, 
B--v-• N 

there ex.ists a diagonal h making both triangles comm1·1tative. Of course, 
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every embedding !J.k -+ !J. n is an anodyne extension. The just explained 
property of having enough Kan complexes can be equivalently formulated 
in the way that each morphism A -+ !J. 0 has a factorization 

where f is an anodyne extension and p a Kan fibrations. More generally, 
every morphism A -t N of simplicial sets has a factorization 

A _.!_____, B ____!______, N 

where f is an anodyne extension and p a Kan fibration (see, e.g. [GJ]). 
Kan fibrations were introduced D.M. Kan [K]. 

2 Accessible categories 

An object K of a category K is called ,\-presentable, where ,\ is a regu
lar cardinal , provided that its hom-functor hom(K, -) preserves .\-directed 
colimits. A category K is called it .\-accessible provided that 

(J) K has .\-directed colimits, 

(2) K has a set A of .\-presentable objects such that every object is a 
.\-directed colimit of objects of A. 

A category is called accessible if it is >..-accessible for sorne regular cardi
nal .\. Accessible categories were introduced by C. Lair [L] and their theory 
was created by M. Makkai and R. Paré [MP]. We will use the monograph 
[AR]. T he first steps towards the theory of accessible categories were made 
by M. Artin, A. Grothendieck and J. L. Verdier [AGV] and especially by P. 
Gabriel and F. Ulmer [GUJ. 

2.1 Examples. (!) The category R-Mod is N0-accessible far every ring 
R. It has ali colimit.s and No-presentable objects are finitely presentable R
modules in the usual module-theoretic sense. Every R-module is a directed 
colimit of finitely presentable modules. The same argument applics to every 
variety of universal algebras. 
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(2) The category Mod(T) is N1-accessible for every first-order theory 
T of a countable signáture. lt has directed colimits (see [AR) 5.39) and 
N1-presentable objects are T-models having countably many elements. Eve
ry T-model is an N1-directed colimit of countable T-models. This can be 
found in [AR) 5.42 but it is an immediate oonsequence of the downward 
Liiwenheim-Skolem theorem. 

{3) The category SSet is N0-accessible. lt has ali colimits and No
presentable objects are finite colimits of simplicial sets 6", n 2". O. Every 
simplicial set is a directed colimit of finite colimits of 6", n 2". O. The 
same argument applies to every functor category SetXºP where X is a small 
category. 

(4) Let N be a simplicial set and consider the comma-category SSet l 
N. Objects of this category are morphisms p : A ~ N of simplicial sets. 
Morphisms (A ,p) - (B, q) are morphisms f : A - B of simplicial sets with 
q . f = p 

fr~ 
B ----¡¡--N 

Then SSet l N is an N0-accessible category. It has ali colimits and N0-

presentable objects are f : A - N with A No-presentable in SSet. Every 
object in SSet l N is a directed colimit of N0-presentable objects (see [AR) 
1.57). 

Let 1t be a class of morphisms in a category 'i!1 . An object M in 'i!1 is 
called '/i -injective if for each morphism f : A - B in 1t and each morphism 
g : A - M there is a morphism h : B - M such that h · f = g. 

2.2 Exarnples. (1) Injective R-modules are '/i-injective objects in R-Mod 
Cor 1t consisting of ali monomorphisms. 

{2) >.-saturated models are 1t -injective objects in Mod(T) Cor 1t con
sisting of morphisms f : A - B with cardA, cardB < >. . We recall that 
these objects are precisely >.-presentable objects. 

(3) Kan complexes are 1t -injective objects in SSet for 1t consisting 
of anodyne extensions. In fact, we defined them as being injective w.r.t. 
embeddings 6~ - 6", n 2". O, OS k S n but it immediatelly follows from 
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the <ilefinition that they aa:e in~eGtive w.r.t. every anodyne e:x¡tension. 
(4) Let N be asimpliciaJI set amd c0nsider the co=a--category SSet l N. 

Kan fibrations p : M --+ N air.e rt -i•Fijective oIDjects for 1t consistin.g 0f 
morphlsms (A, a) --> (Ei, b~ carrie<l IDy an0d)'Ile extensions f : A --> El. J.n 
fact the <lefining pr0perty 0f a Kan fo1'rati0n exactly mea.ns that 

An accessibile categ0ry <loes n©t nee<l to llave ali colimits (see, far exam
ple, 2.1 (2)). We say thait a <liagram D : D--> K lias a bound in a category 

K i.f there is a compaiti];¡]e cocone (Dd S C)dEVº" in K.. We say that K. 
bias directed bounds ¡¡ every <li<ecte<l <liagrnm has a biolllild in K. an<l tbt K. 
has pushout bounds if eveFy oliagram 

A~B 

1 
e 

has a bound in K.. 

2.3 Theorem. Let K. be an accessible ca-tegory with directed and pushout 
bounds and 'H a set of morphisms in K.. Then every object K in K. ha:; a 
morphism K --+ M into an Jt~injective object L. 

Proof. Following [AR] 2.14 and 2.2 (3), theFe is a regular car<l•ina!l >. sNch 
that K is >.-accessible aafil every m0r¡¡:ihlsm iFl Ji has a A-presentaIDle <.domaiA. 
Consideran object K in K.. Let XK be the set of ali spans 

uf 
C----g-+-D 

with g E 'H. We wi)I) i·Fldex tbiese spans by ordinals i < µK = cardXK· 
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We define a cha.in k;; : K, __, K;, i S j S µK by the following transfinite 
induction: 

First step: K 0 = K. 
Isolated step: K;+1 is give'1 by a ¡;mshout bound 

where ko,i+1 = ki,i+l · ko¡. 
Limit step: K; is a bou•Bd of the chain 

where j < i and k0; : K 0 __, K; is given by this bound. 
The object Kµ" wilU oe denoted by K' and the morpli•ism Koµ, : K __, 

K ' by tK. Following tlie constrnctioB, each span (u;,g;) E XK lias a pushout 
oound 

·í ' l 
C; --9~; - -D, 

We define a cliain m;; : M, --> M;, i S j S ), by the followiBg transfinite 
induction: 

First step: Mo = K. 
Isolated step: mi,i+I : M¡ --+ M1+i is tM, : M¡ --+ Mt. 
Limit step: M; is a o!irected bound of the chain 

for j < i <), and M,, is a colimit of (!) for i = ),. 

(! ) 

We will show that m0,, : K __, M,, is a desired morphism of K into an 
1-l -injective object. C0Rsider aspan 
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ur 
C~D 

Since the object C is A-presentable and M; is a directed colirnit of M;, 
i < A, there is a factorization 

ur~A 
C~Mi 

of u through M; for sorne i < A. Since the span 

.r 
C -__,..D 

!l 

is in the set X,,,, it has a pushout bound 

1 r 
C--g-=---D 

We have 

u= mo, ·u' = m i+I ,.\ · mi,i+ I ·u'= m 1+ 1,.\ · v · g. 

Hence u factorizes through g1 which proves that M,,, is ?t -injective. O 

2.4 Examples . ( 1) The category R-Mod is N0-accessible and has ali coli
mits. Let 1t be t.he set of ali embeddings A - R where A is a left ideal in 
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R. FoUowing Baer's Criterion Ti -injective modules are precisely injective 
modttles. Following Theorem 2.3 every R-module has a homomorphlsm into 
an injective R-module. 

To prove that R-Mod has enough injectives, we have to replace the 
category R-Mod by the category R-Mod0 of R-modules and injective ho
momorphlsms taken as morphisms. Following [AR] 2.3 (6), R-Mod0 is an 
accessible category. lt has directed colimits (by [AR] 1.62) and pushouts 
because monomorphisms in R-Mod are stable under pushouts. Hence1 by 
applying Theorem 2.3, to the category R-Modo, we get that R-Mod has 
enough injectives. 

(2) Let T be a first-order theory of a countable signature and >. an 
uncountable regular cardinal. The category Mod(T) has pushout bounds 
(see [H], p. 288). Hence Theorem 2.3 together with Exarnple 2.1 (2) implies 
that every T-model has an elementary embedding into a >.-saturated T
model. Oí course, we take for 1t the set oí ali elementary embedding A ~ B 
with cardA, cardB < >.. 

(3) The category SSet is N0-accessible and has ali colimits. Let 1t consist 
of embeddings .ó.k ---+ .ó.n, n ~ O, O ~ k 5 n. Foilowing Theorem 2.3, every 
simplicial set A has a morphism m : A ~ M into a Kan complex M . 

Since SSet is cocomplete, we can use colimits instead of bounds in the 
proof of Theorem 2.3. Hence m belongs to the closure oí 1t under pushouts, 
compositions and colimits of chains. Every morphism of this closure belongs 
to D(?tº) where the box on the right (Ieft) means tbe use of the right (Ieft) 
lifting property. Hence m is an anodyne extension. 

More generally, by applying Theorem 2.3 to the category SSet L N 
(for 1t consisting of morphism carried by embedd.ings ók ~ ó", n ::". O, 
O :S k :S n), we get that each morphlsm A ~ N has a factorization 

where f is an anodyne extension and p a Kan fibration. 

The last example gives the essence oí essence oí the small object argument 
already present in [GZ]. This argument is commonly used in homotopy 
theory (see [Ho]) but. t.he theory of accessible categories has started to be 
used in homotopy theory only recently (see T. Beke [B]). Our Theorem 2.3 
is a very general formulation of the small object argument. The point is 
that every object. of an accessible category is presentable (= small), which 
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makes possible to stop the construction of an rt-injective object M for K. 
The next example shows that it is necessary to assume that 1t is a set. 

2.5 Exarnple. Let Gr be the category of groups and 1t the class of all 
injective homomorphisms. Every group K is a subgroup of a simple group 
L f K (see [Se]). 1f K is rt-injective, the embedding f: K ~ L splits, i.e., 
there exists g : L ~ K with g · f = idK; by applying 1t-injectivity to 

K id& • K 

~ //( 
L 

Since L is simple and L 1 K, the homomorphism g has to be constant, 
i.e., K = { 1). Therefore the trivial group { 1} is the only injective ( = 

rt-injective) group. Hence the category of groups does not have enough 
injectives. On the other hand, the category Gro of groups and injective 
homomorphisms is accessible {following the same reasons as the category 
R-Mod0 ) and the only obstacle to apply Theorem 2.3 is that 1t is not a 
set. 
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